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CEO

Leading the Charge in 2014 with Digital Visibility
RKG is passionate about creating Digital Visibility for our clients –
making them discoverable, in the right place at the right time, and
driving results that move the needle for them. It’s no coincidence
that this edition of Dossier addresses social, display, paid and organic
search, mobile, and PLAs – all components of achieving Digital Visibility.
We believe that by leveraging data from each of these together, we can better
understand customer intent and achieve desired outcomes.
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GEORGE MICHIE

Social
A key opportunity to create Digital Visibility comes from social. It creates a lot of ‘buzz’ and
as many of you appreciate, it’s a key focus of mine. From a customer’s perspective, “Search
is what’s important to me now. Social is what’s important to people I like, or people like me.”
As marketers, we need to figure out what that means. As RKG continues to develop our social
offering, both in terms of performance-focused social advertising as well as extending our
SEO offering into social content development and community management, George Michie’s
perspective (see pages 3-5) underlines our focus:
“We believe the need for a test-driven, measured and analyzed approach to everything we
do as marketers has never been greater. Social media is exciting, evolving and an important
component of marketing. The metrics associated, the scrutiny applied and the level of
sophistication in how we talk about social media has not caught up to the buzz. We aim to
fix that.”
Matt Mierzejewski Becomes EVP of SEO
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We are pleased to announce the promotion of Matt Mierzejewski to EVP of SEO. As the former
EVP of Paid Search, Matt brings great operational expertise and industry knowledge to the
role. During his six years leading our Paid Search team, Matt grew the department to 105 staff
and helped develop and improve our service. Matt joins a team of recognized SEO thoughtleaders, and will be a valuable asset to the program as it continues to grow.
Come to the RKG Summit
May 20-22, 2014 Charlottesville, VA
The 7th annual RKG Summit is rapidly approaching! We look forward to welcoming all of our
clients and fellow digital marketers to Charlottesville, Virginia from May 20th – 22nd, to take
part in what promises to be a most exciting and informational experience.
This year’s Summit is shaping up to be the biggest and best yet – with speakers from Twitter,
Google, Bing and Yahoo, along with RKG thought-leaders and more. Topics for the RKG
Summit include paid search, PLAs, SEO, display, mobile, and social media, with emphasis on
how Digital Visibility is more important than ever.
To RSVP, please go to rkgsummit.com or email Angie Batten at abatten@rimmkaufman.com.
Thank you for your continued business and interest in RKG.

MALLORY MCCLENATHEN

MARK BALLARD
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GEORGE MICHIE
The growth, depth and diversity of social media has created
tremendous buzz in our industry. As is usually the case, the buzz
about social ranges from genuine appreciation of the implications
of this new paradigm to hype spewed by snake-oil salesmen who
promise to have “cracked the code.” At RKG we believe that social
media does represent a new paradigm, one that is best explored
with scientific scrutiny.
People’s behavior patterns have fundamentally changed over the last 5 years with the
rise of social media and the spread of mobile devices. There is no question that young
folks who’ve grown up with Facebook interact with their friends and consume media
differently than I did growing up. There is little doubt that these behavioral changes
must necessarily affect how marketers need to engage with their customers.
We hear mind-boggling statistics about social media every day, but we don’t always get
the full context behind those numbers. For instance, Internet Retailer estimated that
social media referrals to e-commerce sites increased 42% in 2013, while another report
pegged the figure at over 52%.
We hear about social media driving visits to websites at an ever growing pace, but to
take actionable insight from these data we need to get answers to some hard questions:
Is this traffic driven by the ads or by brand pages, tweets, pins and newsfeed updates?
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The curious mind might wonder: “Who might spend time on
our company’s Facebook page, or follow us on Twitter?”
A reasonable supposition would be: “probably my best
customers.”

Did most of the sales generated by the
website in early years of the web simply
reflect people driven by traditional
marketing efforts? Yes! But that wasn’t
the whole story.

opportunity in its earliest days, but just
as we didn’t throw in the towel on online
marketing in the late 1990s, we cannot
afford to ignore the social evolution in
consumer behavior we face.

We might then wonder whether we see any declines in
traffic from those other mechanisms we have to reach
those same customers. Lo and behold, we do.

Early online marketing mechanisms didn’t
work well, but over time that changed,
and online marketing became both cost
effective and large.

Search may remain the fundamental
vehicle for people to satisfy their desire to
consume, but could we enter an era when
people simply tweet what they want and
wait for a response from marketers? Or
slide a dress they pinned into a shopping
cart and expect outreach from a vendor?
Sure, it could happen.

Is it simply a function of how much time
people spend on social sites?
If traffic is caused by smart social media
marketing activities, then marketers can
learn to generate more. If, on the other
hand, referral traffic is on the rise simply
because people spend a ton of time on
social sites before they go elsewhere,
then the path to generating more traffic
may be less clear. More traffic comes to
our physical stores in Kias than 30 years
ago, but that doesn’t mean we should
advertise in Kia dealerships.
Is FBX creating a better response for
retargeting, or is it simply cannibalizing
revenue that we might have seen from
retargeting elsewhere on the web?
Perhaps we don’t care, but perhaps we
need to. It may well be that interaction
with display ads is better on social media
than elsewhere. It may be that the CPMs
are just lower on FBX creating greater
reach for the same spend. It may be
some combination. The answer lies in
data, but we only get to the data if we
ask questions.
This raises an important point: if people
are more socially engaged online now
than in the not very distant past, where

do they get the time? We haven’t seen
data suggesting people sleep less, so
the time spent texting and engaging
through social media must come at the
expense of engagement elsewhere.
The curious mind might wonder: “Who
might spend time on our company’s
Facebook page, or follow us on Twitter?”
A reasonable supposition would be:
“probably my best customers.” We
might then wonder whether we see
any declines in traffic from those other
mechanisms we have to reach those
same customers. Lo and behold, we do.
At the RKG Summit and other venues this
year we’ll present some of our findings
on this topic.
However, if research suggests that social
engagement is largely replacing other
engagement, that doesn’t augur for
complacency. Fundamental change in
media consumption will force us to learn
new games.
Consider the year 1999. Many in retail
struggled to figure out whether the
sales coming from their website were
incremental or whether the website was
simply an order taking channel. Was a
website an automated salesperson? Yes!
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Granular tracking allowed us to
measure what worked and what
didn’t.
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Better vehicles developed to put
ads in front of the right people at
the right time.
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Marketers got better at using
the controls available and those
controls got better as well.

4

The change in consumer behavior
from offline to online moved from
early adopters in the 90s to the
mainstream behavior of the last 10
years.

The challenge marketers face stem from
the fact that we must not only continue
to execute and adapt to changes in our
core, established marketing programs,
we must also apply the scientific method
to test, learn and adapt to new vehicles.
As business grows at a slower rate than
the number of marketing programs the
CMO must oversee, something has to
give.

As online behavior becomes more socialcentric, we will see similar improvement
in both social targeting and marketing
tactics, resulting in social marketing
becoming larger and more cost-effective.
Personalization at massive scale will be
the driving theme of marketing, not just
in the timing and substance of the media
we push in front of people, but in the
experience we offer our customers and
prospects once they get to our door.
Social media advertising may not have
been either cost effective or a large

Fracturing the marketing outreach
across more channels both stretches the
marketing department, and increases
the need to understand the interaction
between channels and apply rigorous
analysis to understand what drives
business.
We believe the need for a test-driven,
measured and analyzed approach to
everything we do as marketers has never
been greater. Social media is exciting,
evolving and an important component
of marketing. The metrics associated,
the scrutiny applied and the level of
sophistication in how we talk about social
media has not caught up to the buzz.
We are working on fixing that.

George Michie is a widely acknowledged thought-leader
in online marketing. He helped develop RKG’s proprietary
technology platform and continues to drive its evolution.
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How Do We Know
If Our Display Program is Really
ADDING VALUE?
MALLORY MCCLENATHEN
Some advertisers may be hesitant
to invest marketing dollars in a
display program because they
aren’t sure how to prove that
these ads are adding value to
their bottom line.
Because of how display ads were
bought in the past, some still see
the channel as unmeasurable,
when in reality advertisers can
target and track users with great
precision.
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Improved targeting, tracking and buying capabilities give advertisers many
options for how to invest their display dollars. Whether advertisers are
retargeting site visitors or prospecting new users, using an ad server or their
own tracking tool, or running ads on Google’s Display Network or through an
ad exchange, they now have the ability to target specific user groups and scale
their willingness to pay according to the purchase intent or user profile of those
groups.
Despite these capabilities, many advertisers are quick to surface questions
about the practicality of investing dollars in display campaigns: “If these new
customers are so much like our current customers, wouldn’t they have made
it to our site anyway? If our customers are brand loyal, aren’t they likely to
purchase again organically? If someone views my ad, but doesn’t click, does it
deserve credit?”
To answer these questions, we outline two testing options below, which will
show advertisers the direct impact that a display campaign can have on their
program.

PSA and Holdout Testing
There are several testing options that allow an advertiser to determine the
incremental effect of their display campaign. RKG favors two specific methods
– public service announcement (PSA) tests and holdout tests – to measure the
value of our clients’ display programs.
For both tests, we split traffic between two groups, a control group and a
treatment group. By comparing how much better the treatment group does
than the control group, we can see what effect display advertising has on site
conversions.
The two tests differ in how we treat the control group. With a PSA test, we show
the control group a PSA creative. For the holdout test, we withhold any type of
advertising for the control group. For each test, the treatment group consists
of those users who receive promotional ad creatives.
Determining which test to choose will depend on your display platform’s
capabilities. In order to run a holdout test, advertisers will need to segment their
audience list into two groups – one that will receive the promotional ad and
one that will receive no ad. Typically display platforms track click conversions
via a cookie dropped at the time of the click, and can track impression-only
conversions using an impression tracker. Both of these options require an ad to
be served though, so in the case of a holdout test, an advertiser must also be
able to track conversions of the control group via customer ID.
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If unable to segment audiences or track customer IDs, advertisers can opt for a rulebased PSA test. With this option, advertisers won’t need to segment their audience lists,
but can simply designate that the PSA banner be displayed as a certain percentage of
traffic (usually no more than 10%). While easier to set up, the drawback to this type of
PSA testing is that a small percentage of users shown the PSA banner may still view a
promotional banner at some point, as a result of an additional site visit. Furthermore,
advertisers running PSA tests must still pay for the PSA creatives, making that testing
option slightly more expensive.

Interpreting Test Results
Although the tests differ in their setup, we have used both for clients with success, and
interpret their results in the same way.
After running either a PSA or a holdout test, we compare the recorded conversion rate
(CR) of the treatment group to that of the control group. Simply calculating the percent
difference between the two will show the incremental increase in conversion rate as a
result of the promotional display ads:
(Treatment Group CR — Control Group CR)
Control Group CR

(Control Group
Conversions x 10)

Distinguishing View-Through and Click Conversions
It’s important to note that the tests above will provide results that include a combination
of view-through conversions (VTCs) and click conversions. While click conversions
represent users who clicked the ad to get to your site, VTCs represent users who viewed
your ad, decided to purchase, but navigated to the site without ever clicking the ad.
Holdout and PSA tests are integral in determining the value of VTCs, as these conversion
events cannot be definitively tied to user interaction with your display ad. While it is
straightforward to incorporate click conversions into our attribution scheme, we must
measure the lift between the treatment and control groups in order to determine what
percentage of VTCs were a result of a promotional display ad as opposed to being
incidental. Unless we are actively running an overall lift test, we will need to apply the lift
percentage we learned from earlier tests going forward.

Conclusion
= % Lift in CR

We initially measure the effect of the promotional campaigns in terms of conversion rate
because the control group is usually no more than 10% the size of the treatment group.
If we want to view results in absolute terms, simply scale the control group to be the
size of the treatment group and calculate the difference in actual conversions. Assuming
10% of users are assigned to the control group:
Treatment Group
Conversions

All other variables held constant, those incremental conversions represent the orders
that your display campaign provided to your overall marketing mix.

In our experience, retargeting campaigns generally provide a lift in conversions of 5%
to 15% among the target audience, while prospecting campaigns provide a conversion
lift of 20% to 50% among their target audience. Keep in mind that these figures do not
represent actual conversion rates, but rather the percent increase over the number of
conversions that would be expected without any display advertising. Continually testing
to measure the incremental effect of display ads will allow advertisers to confidently
value their display program using these lift figures.
In conclusion, the ability to accurately track and determine the conversion lift provided
by a marketing channel is a very valuable tool for advertisers. Advertisers interested in
generating direct response revenue have a right to be skeptical of the efficacy of their
programs. Without testing, it can be difficult and somewhat arbitrary to assign value to
your display campaign, especially with regard to VTCs. However, by using the methods
described above, we can not only determine that our display campaigns are adding
value, but also get an accurate estimate of the incremental lift that these campaigns can
provide.

Incremental
Conversions

CONVERSION VOLUME
PEr TEST GROUP

Incremental
Lift
Mallory McClenathen works closely with RKG’s strategy and marketing teams
to further RKG’s brand and thought-leadership. Previously a Team Leader in Paid
Search, Mallory has extensive experience managing digital accounts within the
retail, travel, and B2B verticals.
Special thanks to Michelle Ulizio, Emily Anthony, and Kelly Brown for their
contributions to this article.

CONTROL GROUP
(scaled up)

TREATMENT GROUP
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20% of causes, those businesses that could
offer a wide array of niche products often
found that the bottom 80% of products in
terms of their individual demand could drive
much more than 20% of sales in aggregate.
From the early days of paid search marketing,
advertisers had been building out lengthy
lists of keywords and finding success in
monetizing tail traffic by using smart tools
and a little bit of sweat equity. The parallels
to Anderson’s work were apparent right away
and using long tail parlance to describe the
aggregate importance of low traffic search
terms and keywords became commonplace.

An Evolving Paid Search
Landscape
The importance of the long tail of search has
meant that managing enterprise-level paid
search programs has required sophisticated
bidding platforms to predict the behavior of
keywords that may only receive a single click
over the course of a year, and often whole
teams of analysts to build and manage term
lists of thousands, if not millions, of keywords.
But the paid search landscape has evolved
over the years, occasionally with a punctuated
equilibrium. In 2011, Google introduced
Dynamic Search Ads, which bypassed the
notion of keywords altogether, but rather
generated text ads for advertisers based on
the content of the advertiser’s site.

MARK BALLARD
The notion of the long tail should be pretty familiar to anyone involved with search marketing
these days. Former Wired magazine editor-in-chief Chris Anderson popularized the concept, first
in a 2004 article and then in a 2006 follow-up book The Long Tail: Why the Future of Business is
Selling Less of More.
Anderson’s work highlights how some early e-commerce pioneers were able to achieve success
by offering a much wider product offering than traditional retailers, who were more closely bound
by their physical presence. While the Pareto principle suggests that 80% of outcomes stem from

Feed-based Product Listing Ads (PLAs) were
introduced in late 2010, but rocketed to
greater prominence and traffic share once
Google began using them to power the
previously free Google Shopping listings in
2012. Although PLAs take a different form
than text ads, they show for a large portion of
the same queries.
A number of other developments have also
seemingly conspired to reduce the need for
long tail keywords: new keyword match types,
like broad match modifiers in 2010; tweaks
to existing match types, including Google’s

move in 2012 to consider plurals, misspellings
and other ‘close variants’ as exact or phrase
matches by default; Google Instant Search in
2010, which offered users suggested queries
as they typed; and even the growth of mobile
may be leading more searchers to conduct
shorter, ‘head’ queries.
Just from the factors listed above, the long
tail of search must have taken a big hit, right?
Let’s have a look at what our results show.

Definitions and
Methodology
There’s no universally accepted definition of
where the ‘head’ of paid search ends and the
‘tail’ begins. We might consider the head to
be those terms that drive 80% of outcomes.
But why not 90% or 95%? And which outcomes
do we care about? Traffic? Orders? Sales?
For the sake of simplicity, consistency and
legacy (we conducted a similar analysis in
2010), we’ll consider the paid search head to
be the top 500 keywords in terms of clicks.
Since it is fairly easy to generate thousands
upon thousands of keyword variations that
are unlikely to ever see traffic, we’ll consider
the tail to be any other keyword that gets at
least one click over a 10 week period.
To be clear, by keyword, I mean the distinct
keyword phrase. If a keyword happens
to exist multiple places in the account, as
might be the case if we were segmenting by
geography or device, we will aggregate the
data, but only count the keyword once.
Finally, we will only consider non-brand
keywords in this analysis. Since traffic on
an advertiser’s own brand terms is highly
influenced by external factors like general
brand awareness and offline marketing
investment, its importance can be highly
variable from site to site and it doesn’t reflect
well the incremental opportunity advertisers
may have from building out a robust search
program.
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Applying these definitions to twenty paid
search programs that RKG has managed
for at least the past four years, we can
get a sense of how the importance of tail
keywords has trended over time. We can
also see how the size of the tail can vary
greatly from one program to another.
For the average paid search program, we
found that the top 500 keywords in terms
of clicks generated just over 78% of text
ad revenue from non-brand searches in
early 2011. Looking at the same time
period in 2014, the head generated just
under 80%.
That isn’t a very big change for a period
that introduced so many of the changes
mentioned above that would seemingly
threaten the tail, including the rapid
growth of PLAs.
While there appears to be a consistent,
albeit glacial, upward trend in the
share of revenue attributed to head

terms, the results are less clear when
looking at costs and clicks. The top 500
keywords accounted for about the same
percentage of text ad costs in 2011 as
they did in 2014 at 75%, and accounted
for a slightly lower percentage of clicks in
2014 (70%) than in 2011 (71%).
Looking at the head’s revenue share for
individual programs, only about half of
sites saw any increase from 2011 to 2014,
suggesting that even the consistently
rising average for this metric may owe
more to coincidence and noise than any
true trend.
Again looking at individual sites, at the
low end of the spectrum we find that the
top 500 keywords generated 36% of nonbrand text ad revenue in early 2014. At
the high end, the same metric is nearly
98%.
Unsurprisingly, there is a strong correlation
between the number of tail terms that
receive traffic and the share of revenue
generated by the tail.

Head Terms Share of Sales, Cost & Clicks
% Cost

% Clicks

80%

KEYWORDS RECEIVING TRAFFIC vs. SKU COUNT
10-WEEK 2014 DATA

100,000

10,000

1,000

100
100

1,000

10,000

80%

The number of terms that receive traffic
is also highly dependent on how many
unique products an advertiser has to offer.
So the relative importance of the tail to
the advertiser is largely a product of the
number of SKUs they sell.

The figures above suggest that it’s fair
to say that the head has not become
significantly more important in recent
years. Why not?

78%

75%

First and likely foremost, we have to
credit analysts’ efforts to improve the
performance of the programs they
manage, and ongoing keyword research
and additions are a core element of any
well-managed paid search program.

70%

As with most aspects of business, there are
diminishing marginal returns to keyword
build-outs and there’s no point in adding
ridiculously long phrases that will never
see an impression. But as advertisers

76%

74%

72%

70%

2011

2012

2013

2014

100,000

1,000,000

UNIQUE SKUs OFFERED

Why Isn’t the Tail Dead?

10-WEEK DATA

% Sales

1,000,000

DISTINCT KEYWORDS RECEIVING TRAFFIC

Results

regularly turn over, and hopefully expand,
their product or service offerings, the paid
search analyst will find plenty of value in
regular keyword additions.
Second, although PLAs accounted for half
of Google non-brand paid search traffic
in Q1 2014, they are not necessarily that
discriminating in whether they appear for
head or tail terms – and thus PLAs do not
cannibalize one and not the other.
Using query length as a proxy for the
‘tailness’ of a search, we actually find that

Overall growth in search
volume has actually
led to a 25% increase in
the absolute number
of keywords receiving
traffic since 2011.
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PLA Share of Non-Brand Clicks
BY QUERY LENGTH

49%
42%

39%

Using
Engagement
Metrics

40%

32%
28%

15%
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36-50

to find

51+

CHARACTERS IN QUERY

MOBILE
SEARCH
RANKING
WINS

PLA share of clicks peaks for queries between 11 and 15 characters long and then fades
as we get to longer and longer searches, which may speak to the difficulty faced by
Google in matching PLAs to the rarest of queries.
Finally, while PLAs are growing more rapidly than text ads, and thus taking share,
the entire paid search pie has grown significantly in recent years with more searchers
conducting more and more queries. Since the beginning of 2011, Google’s officially
reported year-over-year growth rate for paid clicks has averaged 28%.
While the tail’s share of text ad clicks appears to be stable over that time frame, overall
growth in search volume has actually led to a 25% increase in the absolute number
of keywords receiving traffic over a ten week period for the average RKG-managed
program.

The Tail of Paid Search Management
Even if all of paid search were consolidated into a few hundred keywords and some
combination of PLAs and DSAs, either presently or in the years ahead, that fact alone
would not necessarily reflect less complexity in the market.
Advertisers have more capability now than they have ever had to slice and act upon the
context of the user and their query. This context includes device, location, demographics,
and previous behavior. In other words, even among head keywords there is a tail of user
context, as well as business intelligence, match types, negatives, network distribution,
and more.
These factors and others can provide powerful predictive value for the advertiser, but
their application can also spread the data into very small buckets. Just as sophisticated
bidding technology has been vital to addressing the sparse data problem for tail
keywords, it will continue to be vital to finding the signal within the noise of all of the
other information the paid search advertiser knows.
Mark Ballard heads RKG’s research efforts, which includes
managing the production of Dossier and the quarterly RKG Digital
Marketing Reports. He is the primary editor of the RKGBlog.

BEN GOODSELL
Google has made it clear that a bad mobile user experience will result in poor rankings
in their mobile search results. Naturally, the search engines have a vested interest in
delivering their users to pages that are functional, relevant and engaging.
While an increasing number of sites have picked up on the engines’ cues and employed
responsive design or built out separate mobile sites, how can a site owner tell if all of
that effort has led to a better user experience, particularly if user engagement problems
are not universal across their site?
Our process for answering that question, and ultimately finding mobile search ranking
wins, starts with having the ability to distinguish between mobile and desktop customers
in our analytics, then identifying pages where mobile customer usability metrics are
notably poor, and finally, diving into some of the potential issues that may be causing
problems.
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OVERALL MOBILE SITE BOUNCE RATE
engagement, we often find that one of
the following issues may be present:

CATEGORY PAGE MOBILE BOUNCE RATE

1.

Site usability issues

2.

Slow page load time

3.

Bad search intent

SITE Usability Issues

Identifying Performance
Differences between
Desktop and Mobile
Differentiating desktop from mobile
traffic is the first step towards gaining
a deeper understanding of how your
customers are behaving on mobile
devices.
This can be easily accomplished in
Google Analytics by first creating a
desktop traffic only segment, adding
the default mobile traffic segment, and
finally navigating to the organic landing
page report. More effort may be needed
using other analytics packages or
configurations.
Action: Get desktop and mobile
organic landing page metrics next to
each other to identify and later optimize
outliers.

Identifying Mobile Pages
with Bad Customer
Engagement
The second step in assessing mobile
engagement is to understand how
customers are interacting with your site
for particular organic landing pages by

looking at usability metrics of desktop
and mobile users. Common metrics for
assessing customer engagement are
bounce rate and pages per visit, but
ideally, the site owner will also set up
more specific custom event tracking.
The larger your site, the more important
it is to break up reports and analyze
landing page performance within the
context of page type. For example,
average
customer
engagement
may
differ
between
homepage,
category, subcategory, and product
pages. Identifying mobile pages that
underperform compared to the average
for their peer set may reveal areas
where mobile user engagement can be
improved.
ACTION: Assess bounce rate by device
type to identify pages with low user
engagement. Specifically, flag pages for
further analysis that have a high mobile
bounce rate when compared to the site’s
average mobile bounce rate.

Common Mobile
Engagement Issues
When investigating specific pages or
page types with relatively poor user

Site usability issues consist of anything
that makes it hard for a mobile user to
interact with a page. Some examples that
cause issues across the web are pop-ups,
overlays, and survey requests. Others
are small fonts, text boxes, and buttons
that make it a challenge for customers on
smaller screens.
Conversely, sometimes the mobile
version of a site simply doesn’t display
enough information. Having a link to
the full site and assessing its use by
customers use can help in understanding
where mobile content may be lacking.
Action: The best way to test site
usability issues is to take a look directly,
but since it’s not always feasible to have
several mobile devices lying around,
there are alternatives to help you see
what your mobile customers are seeing
without leaving your computer. For
example, the Chrome browser has a very
comprehensive set of device emulators
and WebPageTest.org has some great
mobile emulator options.

attention, the average page load on
mobile is 7 seconds. This is a big deal
because mobile networks are configured
to take 0.5 seconds per request. Right
off the bat, sites are only left with a half
second window to display content before
many customers will move on.
This issue is exacerbated when a site
has redirects, which are unique requests
and cause 0.5 seconds of latency each.
Google is aware of this and will often
send users directly to the end state
URL from their results page. If multiple
redirects exist on your site though, it
could singlehandedly be causing your
poor mobile user engagement.
Action: One way to garner specific
insight into how to improve page speed
is to take your previously identified high
priority / low mobile user engagement
URLs and plug them into a page speed
insight tool. Google Analytics has this
tool built in at the URL level.
WebPageTest.org is a solid alternative.

Page Speed
Page speed improvement is the poster
child of mobile optimization for good
reason. Google claims that while a
site has 1 second to hold a customer’s
http://developers.google.com/speed/pagespeed/insights/
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Bad Search Intent
Bad user engagement metrics can also
indicate that the customer did not find
what he or she was looking for from the
search results.
In an example used by Google, after the
company announced a new platform
for android wearable devices (featuring
smart watches), customers searching
“google watch” were not landed on
pages featuring these new devices, but
rather ones with normal, Google-branded
watches. As a result, user experience was
poor and bounce rate was extremely
high.

To surface this type of issue, use the Top
Pages report in Google Webmaster Tools’
Search Queries section to find the page
with poor user engagement and click the
drop down to reveal top searches.
Looking at the actual live search results
page can also provide the context
of current events to help reveal the
customer’s true intent.
Issues related to bad, or mismatched,
search intent will usually affect both
mobile and desktop engagement, and
while there may be no desirable fix, it is

WILL THE
VALUE OF

still helpful to identify the issue and rule
out other possibilities.

SMARTPHONE
TRAFFIC

Action: If site usability and page speed
don’t seem to be the reason for bad
user engagement, look at the keyword
the customer searched to identify
intent. Only when appropriate, consider
changing the meta description of your
page or renaming your product.

EVER
MATCH
DESKTOP?

Conclusion
Customers have grown accustomed to
using online search to quickly access
what they desire. With the rise of mobile
devices, quick needs to be faster and the
user experience needs to be customized.
Google has emphasized the importance
of a good mobile user experience, so
in order to rank well for mobile, it’s
important to optimize with this in mind.
By segmenting page performance by
device, we can analyze mobile page
performance in a variety of ways and
identify outliers that can give us clear
clues into any issues that may exist for a
particular site.
Whether it is poor site usability, slow
page load speed, or bad search intent,
prioritizing according to the scale to
which these issues are happening across
the site can help to dramatically improve
mobile site rankings. Many solutions to
these common problems are simple site
configuration changes that often take
less than an hour to implement.

Ben Goodsell is a veteran SEO with deep technical experience.
He has managed the development of RKG’s powerful sitecrawling technology and is a major contributor to RKG’s overall
thought-leadership.

ANDY TAYLOR
Mobile has long been trumpeted as the heir apparent for search spend dollars as users
increasingly turn to handheld devices for everyday queries. This has certainly been true
to an extent, with the percentage of paid search ad spend attributed to smartphones
and tablets reaching its highest figure yet at 25% by early 2014, compared to just 16%
a year before.
But with smartphone revenue per click (RPC) still lagging behind that of desktop
computers, advertisers are forced to limit investment on these devices in order to
maintain efficiency. While there has been some positive movement in mobile RPC, up
from 23% of desktop levels in Q1 2013 to 34% in Q1 2014, the question remains if the
value of mobile clicks will ever significantly improve.
Here we look at the evidence and factors that could impact the future of mobile, as well
as what advertisers can do to put their best foot forward.
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Q/Q TRENDS: MOBILE & TABLET REVENUE-PER-CLICK
RELATIVE TO DESKTOPS
Will Younger Generations
Getting Older be the
Trigger?
The vast majority of American mobile
users with buying power have never
used smartphones as a primary device
for internet access. For younger
demographics, however, smartphones
are their everyday access to the web and
to each other.
As younger generations begin to grow
up and make purchases of their own,
their comfort using smartphones could
provide a lift for mobile conversion
rates, which may suffer currently from
older generations preferring to sit down
at a computer or head in store for a
purchase rather than input their personal
information onto handheld devices.
But shouldn’t this shift already have had
some sort of positive impact, since those
25 and under have nearly all had a cell
phone since early high school? Perhaps
the recent, modest gains in mobile RPC
is the product of just that. The economic
woes since 2008 likely slowed such a
development though, as research out of
Georgetown University now estimates
that it takes the average worker until
the age of 30 to reach the middle of the

Product Listing Ads and
the growth of mobile
were consistently cited
as two of the most
important trends of 2013.

wage distribution, compared to age 26
in 1980. Therefore, purchasing power
may just now be trickling down to those
who gained familiarity with smartphones
growing up.
It’s also possible that the ‘mobile
generation’ just hasn’t grown up yet. First
generation iPhones weren’t released
until 2007, and Pew Research data on cell
phone ownership and internet usage,
along with US Census Bureau data, show
that about two thirds of all smartphone
internet users are 30 years or older.
Thus, the generational shift may just
be beginning, and could take quite a
while given the size of the baby boomer
generation.

Mobile as the Internet
Option for the Less
Affluent
Setting up wireless internet in the home
requires investment in equipment such
as a router and cable modem, an often
pricey internet service plan, as well as an
actual device to be able to access that
internet.
Smartphone data plans, on the other
hand, can be had for about the same
price per month or less than wireless
internet service, and without the added
upfront expense of additional equipment.
Further, many smartphone devices can
be had free of charge by signing a twoyear agreement with service providers.
As such, is the future of the smartphone
one that will see its most frequent users
overlap with those with the least buying
power?

92%

90%

90%

85%

84%

TABLET DEVICE RPC
AS A PERCENTAGE OF DESKTOP RPC

MOBILE DEVICE RPC
AS A PERCENTAGE OF DESKTOP RPC

23%

22%

Q1 2013

Q2 2013

26%

Q3 2013

According to a 2013 Pew Research cell
internet use report, this is already the
case. The percentage of individuals with
household incomes of less than $30K
who access the internet on a smartphone
and see phones as their primary access
to the internet is 45%, higher than any
other income bracket. That figure is just
27% for people with household incomes
greater than $75K.
The
impact
of
changing
user
demographics can perhaps best be
characterized by the decline of tablet
computers’ RPC relative to desktops.
Once a high-end device owned primarily
by affluent early adopters, tablets
provided traffic that was more valuable
than that of desktops as recently as the
beginning of 2012. As newer, cheaper
models such as the Kindle Fire and other
Android variations began to enter the
market, however, the demographic of
tablet owners began to shift, such that
tablet RPC is now actually lower than that

34%

31%

Q4 2013

Q1 2014

of desktops by about 10%.
Of course, Google has already lumped
tablets in with desktop computers
in its Enhanced Campaign structure,
preventing advertisers from segmenting
their bids with precision. If tablet value
continues to fall short compared to
desktop, Google may have difficulty
convincing advertisers that they’re pretty
much the same, resulting in decreased
spend overall as advertisers are forced to
set lower base bids on keywords.

Will Increased
Prominence of PLAs on
Mobile Help?
RKG’s quarterly Digital Marketing Reports
have shown that the growth of Product
Listing Ads (PLAs) and mobile are two
of the most important trends in the last
few years. In Q1 2014, PLAs had risen to
account for 29% of Google paid search
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With apps such as Pinterest, Kayak, and Yelp all offering niche
search capabilities that allow users to quickly access topical
material, Google’s existing search engine may end up antiquated.
clicks, while smartphones and tablets
generated 36% of paid search clicks.
PLAs are a more eye-catching format
than text ads. While users are unlikely to
scroll through very many text ad listings,
it seems more likely that they will swipe
through multiple pictures and prices of
the products for which they’ve indicated
interest.
The mobile PLA format also gives users
more options – the scrollable Expanded
Shopping results allow eight different ads
to show compared to a maximum of just
three ads in the text format. Could more
options, along with the added appeal
of images and pricing information, help
mobile ad click value? Perhaps.
The roll out and adoption of PLAs on
smartphones, however, seems to have
already taken place, such that the
percentage of PLA clicks which occur on
smartphones (19%) is greater than the
percentage of non-brand text ad clicks
that occur on smartphones (13%).
Further, the value of smartphone PLAs
relative to desktop and tablet PLAs
actually appears to be worse to date than
the value of mobile text ads relative to
desktop and tablet text ads.
Thus, PLAs have already been widely
adopted on smartphones, and while they
seem like they should convert better than
traditional text ads on these devices,
their performance thus far inspires little
confidence in the format providing a

significant lift for smartphone RPC on the
whole.

Are Smartphone Shoppers
Less Likely to Use Search?
While search engines are a great
resource on larger screens for shoppers
looking to make a purchase, the smaller
real estate of smartphones makes the
search experience less helpful. A single
search on my laptop might immediately
give me eight Product Listing Ads, a half
dozen text ads and a couple organic links
to consider clicking without even a single
extra step, but seeing an equal number
of results on a smartphone requires
scrolling down and reading results in
several batches.
As such, many smartphone users are
turning to apps, which, according to a
2014 Nielsen report, account for 86% of
all smartphone usage, including gaming,
browsing and shopping. With apps such
as Pinterest, Kayak, and Yelp all offering
niche search capabilities that allow
users to quickly access topical material,
Google’s existing search engine may end
up antiquated.
While this clearly isn’t the end of the world
for Google as smartphone users are still
searching en masse on their engine, it
does open the door for simpler options
to gain share of valuable shoppingrelated search queries.

Internet Retailer names Amazon as the
number two mobile retailer behind only
Apple, which does most of its mobile
retail through iTunes. According to
Forrester, Amazon already boasts a
higher percentage than Google of online
shoppers who use them as a first stop in
the conversion process. If smartphone
users increasingly turn to apps for niche
searches, Amazon, which generated 30%
of their 2013 mobile sales via their app,
according to Internet Retailer, may stand
to enhance their position as the go-to
place for smartphone shoppers.
If mobile shoppers move away from
search engines as their first stop, it
certainly won’t help smartphone revenue
per click in paid search. Google, however,
could very well update its Shopping
model to sell retailers’ products more
directly through its own properties, and
clearly has the technology resources to
compete with Amazon in providing a
quality mobile experience.

So What Can
Advertisers Do?
While many of these market forces are
out of advertisers’ control, it doesn’t
mean that there aren’t steps advertisers
can take to ensure they’re getting the
best return possible from mobile. RKG
recommends that advertisers:
1. Optimize the Mobile
Experience
2. Get Real about Measuring
Mobile
3. USE Bid Modifiers Properly

1

Optimize the Mobile
Experience

A lot has been written about this, but at
the heart of optimized mobile usability
is simplicity. With smaller screens less
capable of intense navigation, mobile
shoppers are looking for retailers to
remove as many barriers to ordering from
these devices as possible.
With this in mind, Amazon’s success on
mobile is no coincidence. Featuring
little to no cost for shipping, a 1-Click™
mobile checkout process, and an app
that takes advantage of ‘showrooming’
trends by allowing shoppers to scan bar
codes in-store to find Amazon’s price,
the retail giant is effectively parlaying its
online success onto mobile devices with
smart optimizations.
While it’s not realistic or even a good idea
to simply copy everything Amazon does,
retailers big and small can and should
take note of how the most successful
mobile retailers are standing out, and
optimize using the elements which make
the most sense for them.

2

Get Real about Measuring
Mobile

Google’s cross-device tracking is the first
in what will likely be many iterations of
advanced tracking options developed by
search engines. This feature and those
that will follow are part of an effort to
justify increased spend on mobile by way
of teasing out added value outside of
direct response.
Aside from tracking users who hop on

desktops to complete their purchases
after searching on mobile devices, the
impact mobile searches have on in-store
visits and conversions is also a key effect
that will need to be measured. As these
possibilities become available, smart
advertisers should leverage them in
order to fully understand the value of
their mobile investment.
Aside from what engines provide, it’s also
important for advertisers to think about
how they can develop their own methods
of further dissecting the value of mobile.
Measuring additional components of
business intelligence like the share of
smartphone customers who are new to
file, can help to provide a fuller picture of
smartphones’ contribution beyond just
immediate dollars and cents.

3

USe Bid Modifiers Properly

The Enhanced Campaign era has made
it absolutely necessary to accurately bid
mobile modifiers at the ad group level.
While applying estimated account-wide
modifiers might help to keep smartphone
traffic profitable on the whole, huge
differences in mobile performance at the
keyword level require a more granular
approach for true optimization.
Further, the ever-changing mobile search
landscape necessitates technology that
will update these modifiers on the fly
to reflect current value. As traffic on
these devices continues to increase, the
importance of bidding these modifiers
accurately will only accelerate.

Don’t Panic
About “Not Provided”
Coming to AdWords
Although Google will no longer provide user query data in the click referral
string, this information is available elsewhere.

READ GEORGE MICHIE’S ARTICLE on Search Engine
Land detailing the impact of “Not Provided”.

“Not Provided Comes to Paid Search: What
Will the Impact Be?”

“An annoyance,
but not major.”
—George

Michie

RKG Co-Founder &
Chief Marketing Scientist

http://selnd.com/1fzVyxD

Conclusion
Goldman Sachs estimates that mobile commerce from smartphones will grow 41% from
$50B in 2013 to $70B in 2014, with a projection for $173B in 2018. Whatever the value
of smartphone search traffic is and will be, advertisers must do their best to effectively
prepare for, measure, and bid this quickly growing traffic properly. The consequences for
not doing so stand to be significant.

Andy Taylor conducts data analyses to guide client service strategy
and to further the development of RKG’s thought-leadership
publications including the RKGBlog and Digital Marketing Reports.

Watch RKG Paid Search Director Paul Koch in our video blog as he
walks us through some common questions about the
“Not Provided” announcement.

“Google Launches
‘Not-Provided’ for Paid
Search”
http://rkg.co/np-ppc

Check out our other great content from webinars and
infographics to our industry-leading blog:

Rimmkaufman.com
Rkgblog.com
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FASHION DIGITAL LA | MAY 7
10:30 AM Track A — RKG on Panel: “Measure What You Manage”
George Gallate, RKG CEO

IRCE CHICAGO | JUNE 10-13
FRIDAY, JUNE 13
10:30 AM “Growing a Paid Search
Program Year After Year”
George Michie

Co-Founder & Chief Marketing Scientist, RKG

Jim O’Brien

CMO, ThinkGeek

RKG SUMMIT | MAY 20-22
CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA
Hear Twitter, Facebook, Google, Yahoo,
Bing and RKG thought-leaders on a
range of digital marketing topics.

Booth #539

SMX ADVANCED | JUNE 11-12
SEATTLE, WA

Booth #38

Invite-Only Lunch Session with Adam Audette, RKG Chief Knowledge Officer

B2B MULTI-CHANNEL
WASHINGTON DC | JUNE 24-26
THURSDAY, JUNE 26
9:40 AM Keynote Session
“The State of Marketing & eCommerce
in the B2B Industry”
George Gallate, RKG CEO

